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THX 1138 Movie Review - Common Sense Media Sep 4, 2010 - 3 min - Uploaded by SuperUnknown Set in the 25th century, the story centers around a man and a woman who rebel against their. THX 1138 1971 - IMDB THX 1138 - The Cinema Behind Star Wars StarWars.com THX 1138 - Wikiquote Watch trailers, read customer and critic reviews, and buy THX 1138: The George Lucas Director's Cut directed by George Lucas for $14.99. THX 1138 Sep 10, 2004. The following is Roger Ebert's 1971 review of the original theatrical release of THX 1138. THX 1138 @ LucasFan.com 3 days ago. Many of the ideas found in Star Wars were previously explored -- in George Lucas' first film, THX 1138. THX 1138 1971 - Original Trailer - YouTube THX 1138 is a 1971 science-fiction film. It depicts an Orwellian future, featuring three residents of a dystopia in which a high level of control is exerted upon the Amazon.com: THX 1138 Two-Disc Director's Cut Special Edition: Robert Duvall, Donald Pleasence, Don Pedro Colley, Maggie McOmie, Ian Wolfe, Sid Haig, THX 1138: The George Lucas Director's Cut on iTunes Apr 21, 2009. Because I had strep all weekend, and I also had a huge repetitive-labor task to perform, I watched a lot of movies, including THX 1138. I didn't. THX 1138 - Screenplay by George Lucas in his feature film directorial debut. The film was produced by Francis Ford Coppola and written 1138 number - Wookieepedia, the Star Wars Wiki - Wikia THX 1138 Screenplay by George Lucas and Walter Murch Shooting Draft BLACK: Barely audible, an organ plays a haunting theme. The title credits appear. THX 1138 movie reviews & Metacritic score: A complete digital restoration and remastering of THX 1138 -- the first feature film by George Lucas -- a nightmar. THX 1138 - by George Lucas and Walter Murch - Daily Script Amazon.com: THX 1138 The George Lucas Director's Cut Blu-ray: Robert Duvall, Donald Pleasence, Don Pedro Colley, Maggie McOmie, Ian Wolfe, Sid Haig, 'THX 1138' is a chilling look at a 25th-century totalitarian state where mankind is stripped of any individuality. People are numbered drones, and a THX 1138 Lucasfilm May 28, 2010. With a budget of USD 777.777,77 Coppola's lucky number is 7, the company's first production was Lucas' directing-debut THX 1138. THX 1138: Watching the Unwatchable George Lucas Movie TIME. But anyone who has seen THX 1138 will recognize him as SRT, the Hologram who helps THX 1138 through part of his journey. Here is the interview, along with ?The DVD Journal: THX 1138: The George Lucas Director's Cut Unfortunately, THX 1138 — an expanded, slightly more viewer-friendly version of a 15-minute student film Lucas made at USC — was the first completed project . Amazon.com: THX 1138 The George Lucas Director's Cut Blu-ray Videos. THX 1138 -- A story of a computerized subterranean world, where sex is forbidden - THX 1138 -- Set in the 25th century, the story centers around a man THX 1138 1971 - Robert Towne THX 1138 -- The only one that saw completion was THX 1138 1971. Coppola had befriended a Amazon.com: THX 1138 1971: Robert Duvall, Donald Pleasence An overview of THX 1138, including cast and credit details, a review summary, and more. THX 1138 Reviews - Metacritic THX-1138. A lost film. Plot Summary and Discussion by James Glettler. Note to the Reader. The plot summary has been included in this work to assist the reader THX 1138. Master filmmaker George Lucas makes his directorial debut in this futuristic sci-fi thriller. Academy Award and Golden Globe-winner Robert Duvall Electronic Labyrinth THX 1138 4EB - Open Culture Explore THX 1138, George Lucas' first film. Watch the trailer, read a synopsis, discover behind-the-scenes details, and see rare photos. THX-1138 - Trailer - Cast - Showtimes - NYTimes.com THX 1138 has been one of my favorite movies for years. I have been awaiting a DVD copy anxiously, because the VCR version was poorly done. I just saw the THX 1138 - Movie-Censorship.com Robotic Confessional: THX 1138 makes his way into what looks like a phone booth but which we soon find to be a futuristic confession. He is unable to finish a THX 1138 - Turner Classic Movies Jan 27, 2012. "THX 1138" is a surprisingly great movie, even for today, and in many ways eerily prescient: Lucas foresaw the advent of a society that is Asian Dub Foundation: THX 1138 / Taylor McFerrin - BRIC Jun 25, 2014. And another, his most famous, is Electronic Labyrinth THX 1138 4EB above, which took first prize in the category of Dramatic Films at the 3rd VUDU - THX 1138 THX 1138 - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Doors open at 6:30pm. Music & MoviesAsian Dub Foundation: THX 1138ASIAN DUB FOUNDATION's trademark fusion of punk, electronic beats, and to. THX 1138 Movie Review & Film Summary 2004 Roger Ebert THX 1138 Film - TV Tropes The origin of this number is the title of Lucas's first movie THX 1138 and also the main character. Lucas likes to re-use words and numbers in his newest Amazon.com: THX 1138 Two-Disc Director's Cut Special Edition Is THX 1138 OK for your child? Read Common Sense Media's movie review to help you make informed decisions. THX-1138 A lost film - MIT THX 1138 Robert Duvall would be a happy worker drone, if the pills he takes let him feel anything. He lives in a windowless industrial/commercial/dormitory.